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Abstract: One central problem in the computer-aided verification of concurrent systems
consisting of communicating sequential processes with data is to find suitable symbolic models. Such models should provide a compact computer representation for control and data
flows, and should be appropriate for mainstream verification techniques such as model checking and theorem proving. A number of symbolic models have been proposed, many of which
based on the guarded commands (also known as condition/action) paradigm. In this report,
we draw attention to the limitations of this paradigm and propose a better model named
Ntif (New Technology Intermediate Form), which is well-adapted to compiling high-level,
concurrent languages (such as the recent E-Lotos standard). Finally, we present two software tools developed for Ntif and report about the use of Ntif for modeling two embedded
applications in smart cards.
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NTIF : un modèle symbolique général pour les
processus séquentiels communicants avec données
Résumé : Un problème central de la vérification assistée par ordinateur de systèmes
séquentiels concurrents contenant des données est de trouver des modèles symboliques
adaptés. De tels modèles devraient permettre une représentation compacte du flôt de
contrôle et du flôt de données, et être appropriées pour les techniques de vérification telles
que la vérification énumérative et la preuve de théorèmes. De nombreux modèles symboliques ont été proposés, la plupart étant basés sur le paradigme des commandes gardées
(également appelé condition/action). Dans ce rapport, nous montrons les limites de ce
paradigme et proposons un meilleur modèle nommé Ntif (New Technology Intermediate
Form), qui est bien adapté à la compilation de langages concurrents de haut niveau (tel que
la récente norme E-Lotos). Enfin, nous présentons deux logiciels développés pour Ntif et
nous faisons le bilan de l’utilisation de Ntif pour modéliser deux applications embarquées
sur carte à puce.
Mots-clés :
commandes gardées, compilation, condition/action, langages concurrents,
modèle symbolique, modélisation, systèmes concurrents, vérification
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Introduction

In computer-aided verification of concurrent systems, one usually distinguishes between:
High-level languages used to describe the concurrent systems to be verified. These
languages should be expressive and provide user-convenient features. Examples of
such languages are Formal Description Techniques (such as the international standards
Lotos [15] and E-Lotos [16]) as well as other languages for concurrent systems, e.g.,
Promela [14], etc.
Low-level models on which verification is performed using dedicated algorithms. Examples of such models are Labeled Transition Systems, Kripke structures, Petri Nets
and their corresponding marking graphs, Binary Decision Diagrams, etc.
In most cases, it is not feasible to describe a complex system manually using a low-level
model. For this reason, low-level models are often derived from descriptions written in highlevel languages using automatic translation. To do so, one needs to introduce intermediate
models, which take place between high-level languages and low-level models. There are
several reasons for this:
Direct translation from high-level languages into low-level models is often complex due
to language features intended for user convenience; instead, performing translation in
several steps using intermediate forms is generally easier.
Although low-level models are theoretically simple, the size of their computer representation can grow quickly due to, e.g., the state explosion problem occurring with
systems that contain many asynchronous components and/or manipulate complex data
structures. As this complexity may exceed the capabilities of verification algorithms,
it is suitable to have intermediate models (simpler than high-level languages, but more
concise and abstract than low-level models) on which various transformations, simplifications, and optimizations can be applied.
The need for intermediate models has been recognized for long. [20] presents an approach
in which a high-level language (used to describe a set of sequential tasks that execute asynchronously and communicate using Csp-like primitives) is translated into a low-level model
(a Kripke structure on which temporal logic formulas can be evaluated) using an intermediate model (a Petri net extended with variables, boolean conditions and assignments). [23]
describes a first implementation of these ideas using a simpler intermediate model (a set of
guarded commands instead of a Petri net). [11] translates a large subset of full Lotos1 into
an intermediate model (a Petri net extended with data handling); this network model plays
a central role in Cæsar, the Lotos compiler of the Cadp verification toolbox [9], and was
later enriched by adding reset actions (in 1992) and reactions (in 1999). [17] builds upon
1 i.e., value-passing Lotos, contrary to contemporary works [26, 19] that only handle process algebras
without data.
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this approach by replacing Petri nets by communicating state machines in order to support the dynamic creation/destruction of Lotos processes. Other intermediate models are:
Input/Output Automata [18], Linear Process Operators [2] (also known as Linear Process
Equations [12]), Symbolic Transition Systems [13], If version 1.0 [3] and 2.0 [4], etc.
A suitable intermediate model should provide a compact representation for both asynchronous concurrency and data handling, which are two major causes of state explosion. In
this report, we do not address concurrency issues, as well-known approaches (such as Petri
nets and communicating state machines) already exist for modeling asynchronous concurrency concisely, without flattening the state space.
As regards data handling, a suitable intermediate model should be symbolic in the sense
that it represents each variable as a first-order object instead of eliminating each variable
by enumerating the set of all its possible values (the so-called data expansion used in nonsymbolic model checkers). By avoiding data expansion, symbolic models allow to represent
large systems concisely. In some cases, they even allow to represent infinite space systems
finitely. Moreover, they can be analyzed, transformed, and optimized using data flow analysis techniques and later be verified using (non-symbolic or symbolic) model checking and
theorem proving methods.
Although many symbolic models have been proposed in the literature, none of them
seem appropriate for implementing the new Formal Description Technique E-Lotos [16]
recently standardized by Iso. Moreover, after a careful study of two applications embedded
in smart cards (joint work with the Schlumberger company and the Vertecs team of
Inria Rennes), we have also reached the conclusion that the aforementioned symbolic models
are not algorithmically optimal for symbolic analysis.
This report addresses the issue of finding a general, symbolic model that could be used
as an intermediate form for E-Lotos (as well as other high-level languages, among which
process algebras such as Lotos) and would be suitable for efficient model checking and
theorem proving. The report is organized as follows. Section 2 points out some drawbacks of
the existing symbolic models and lists requirements that a suitable intermediate form should
satisfy. Section 3 defines a new symbolic model named Ntif (New Technology Intermediate
Form) for describing communicating sequential processes with data. Section 4 presents two
software tools developed for Ntif. Section 5 reports about the use of Ntif for modeling
two smart card applications. Section 6 concludes the report.

2

Rationale for NTIF

In this section, we discuss crucial criteria that a suitable intermediate model for E-Lotos
and Lotos should satisfy. We focus on sequential processes expressed as state/transition
machines with state variables. We assume that transitions are labeled with input/output
communication events, which will serve for message-passing synchronisation when the machines are composed in parallel.
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A suitable model should support conditions on input values. Most intermediate
models are based on so-called guarded commands, also known as condition/action (see [21,
chap. 4] for an example). Typically, in condition/action models, a transition from state s 1
E ⇒ A / C

to state s2 has the form “s1 −−−−−−−−−→ s2 ”, where E is a condition that must be satisfied
to fire the transition, A (called an action) is a sequence of variable assignments, and C is a
communication event, being either (1) the internal event noted τ in process algebra theory, or
(2) an input communication “G ?V ”, where G is a gate (similar to Csp ports or Lotos gates)
and V is a variable used to store the value received on G, or (3) an output communication
“G !E 0 ”, where E 0 is an expression, whose value is sent on G. Condition/action models may
slightly differ with respect to the nature of actions (some models only allow a single variable
assignment per transition) and the precise order in which the condition, the action, and the
communication are evaluated/executed. In the case of input communications, if expression
E is evaluated before the input of V , then it can not be used to constrain the received value.
This is not expressive enough for E-Lotos and process algebra such as Lotos, which allow
to constrain the received values in input communications using conditions. For instance, in
“G ?V :int where V ≤ 3” the transition only fires if the value received on gate G is less
than or equal to 3.
A suitable model should allow conditions and actions to be intertwined. If a
condition attached to a transition contains identical sub-expressions, then auxiliary variables
should be introduced to avoid redundant computations. Thus, assignments to auxiliary
variables should be allowed before evaluating the condition. For instance, if the condition
is “F (F 0 (X), F 0 (X))”, where F and F 0 are functions and X a state variable, it should
be possible to introduce an assignment “X 0 := F 0 (X)” to an auxiliary variable X 0 . This
assignment should be executed before evaluating the new condition “F (X 0 , X 0 )” that decides
whether the transition is fireable (contrary to most condition/action models, in which actions
are executed after evaluating conditions).
A suitable model should have a rich language of actions. The semantics of concurrent languages is either small-step or big-step. In a small-step semantics, each variable
assignment creates a transition in the underlying graph model. In Promela for instance,
the sequence of three assignments “X1 := 0 ; X2 := 0 ; X3 := 0” creates three transitions
by default. The user may decide to aggregate these transitions into a single one, by using
explicitly a special operator “dstep”. By contrast, E-Lotos has a big-step semantics: variables are local to parallel processes (meaning that a variable assignment in one process is
invisible from the other processes). There is no transition associated to assignments in the
underlying graph model. Instead, transitions are created by communications only (either
input, output, or internal). Thus, by default, the statement “X1 := 0 ; X2 := 0 ; X3 := 0”
does not create any transition unless the user decides to add explicit τ events between
assignments.
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E ⇒ A / C

In condition/action models “s1 −−−−−−−−−→ s2 ”, if the language of actions is simple
(i.e., A consists in only one assignment), the semantics is small-step, since each assignment
corresponds to one transition. Alternatively, a more complex language of actions (permitting
several assignments in sequence) involves a mixture of small-step and big-step semantics.
For instance, in If version 1.0, it is possible to assign in the same transition say, 3 variables
or even 3 array elements. However, since If 1.0 does not support loops, it is not possible to
implement correctly the action “for i in 1..3 do V [i] := 0 end”, because τ -transitions must
be introduced for testing and incrementing the loop index i. Concretely, such a statement
must be unfolded in three transitions:


 





-

.(0/1/2,



!"#$&%(')+*,,

This example shows that the semantics clearly lacks consistency, since two equivalent statements (“for i in 1..3 do V [i] := 0 end” and “V [1] := 0; V [2] := 0; V [3] := 0”) do
not have the same semantic model. As long as we deal with purely sequential systems,
τ -transitions can be eliminated by transitive closure. However, when systems are put in
parallel, τ -transitions become meaningful in terms of branching time semantics. Generating
extra τ -transitions does not preserve strong bisimulation and makes the state space grow
excessively due to the presence of extra interleavings. Therefore, condition/action models
are not appropriate for big-step semantics, for which a richer language of actions is needed.
A suitable model should not duplicate conditions. The translation of high-level
control structures (“if-then-else”, “case”, “while” and “for” loops, etc.) into condition/action models requires conditions to be duplicated unnecessarily. For instance, the
high-level statement “if E1 then C1 elsif E2 then C2 . . . elsif En then Cn else Cn+1 end”
(where C1 , . . . , Cn+1 are communications) is expanded into n + 1 transitions:
E1 ⇒ null / C1

s −−−−−−−−−−−−→ s0
not(E1 ) and E2 ⇒ null / C2

s −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ s0
...
not(E1 ) and ... and not(En−1 ) and En ⇒ null / Cn

s −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ s 0
not(E1 ) and ... and not(En−1 ) and not(En ) ⇒ null / Cn+1

s −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ s 0

(1)
(2)
(n)
(n + 1)

Starting with n conditions E1 , . . . En in the high-level description, the translation ends up
with n(n + 1)/2 conditions in the condition/action model.
Such an expansion makes the task of writing condition/action models “by hand” errorprone, and introduces a complexity overhead that penalizes the efficiency of automated
analysis, either using model checking or theorem proving. Usually, a symbolic analysis tool
used to analyse condition/action models (such as the Omega calculator used in the Stg
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symbolic test generator [7]) has to decide which transitions can be fired from a given state,
given constraints on the values of state variables. This is computationally expensive (and
even undecidable in general) but can be optimized. For instance, knowing that a set of
transitions are mutually exclusive, once one of them has proven fireable, it immediately
follows that the others are not. Similarly, given that n + 1 transitions are exhaustive (i.e.,
for all values of variables one of the transitions can be fired), once n of them have proven
non-fireable then the last one can be fired. This information is usually present in high-level
languages, but is lost after translation into condition/action models.

3

Definition of NTIF

As none of the models found in the literature meet all the criteria detailed in Section 2, we
had to design a new model named Ntif.

3.1

Syntax

An Ntif automaton is a 10-tuple hT , C, F, V, X , E0 , G, S, s0 , acti where:
T is a set of types (noted T, T 0, T0 , T1 , . . . ), imported from libraries or defined using
type expressions, which are left out of this report.
C is a set of constructor symbols (noted C, C 0 , C0 , C1 , . . . ), each of which is characterized by the types of its arguments and result.
F is a set of (non-constructor) function symbols (noted F, F 0 , F0 , F1 , . . . ), each of which
is also characterized by the types of its arguments and result. Functions are assumed
to be total (exception handling is deferred to further work). The language of function
definitions is left out of this report.
V is a finite set of global typed variables (noted V, V 0 , V0 , V1 , . . . ).
X ⊆ V is a set of formal parameters (noted X, X 0 , X0 , X1 , . . . ).
E0 is a boolean expression 2 that denotes an initial condition on the parameters X .
G is a set of gates (noted G, G0 , G0 , G1 , . . . ), including the special gate τ .
S is a finite set of states (noted s, s0 , s0 , s1 , . . . ).
s0 ∈ S is the initial state.
act is a function that associates to each state s an action 3 . Contrary to state/transition
models, for a given s, act(s) is unique and describes all the possible successor states of
2 The
3 The

syntax and semantics of expressions will be defined below.
syntax and semantics of actions will be defined below.
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s, as well as effects on the state variables. Since act(s) may lead to different successor
states, act is called a multi-branch transition relation. Syntactically in an Ntif model,
act is defined as a list “from s1 act(s1 ) . . . from sn act(sn )”.
We now define expressions (noted E, E 0 , E0 , E1 , . . . ), patterns (P, P 0 , P0 , . . . ), offers
(O, O0 , O0 , . . . ), and actions (A, A0 , A0 , . . . ), the abstract syntax of which is described in
Figure 1. The following conventions are used for optional and repeated elements. Parts
of the syntax enclosed in square brackets are optional. A list indexed from 1 to n (e.g.,
“E1 , . . . , En ”) denotes a possibly empty sequence of symbols, whereas a list indexed from
0 to n always contains at least one element. Expressions, patterns, and offers are derived
from E-Lotos, whereas actions are specific to Ntif.

E ::= V
| C(E1 , . . . , En )

(R1)
(R2)

| F (E1 , . . . , En )

(R3)

P ::= any T

(R4)

|V
| C(P1 , . . . , Pn )

(R5)
(R6)

| P0 where E

(R7)

O ::= !E
| ?P
A ::= null

(R8)
(R9)
(R10)

| V0 , . . . , Vn := E0 , . . . , En
| V0 , . . . , Vn := any T0 , . . . , Tn [where E]

(R11)
(R12)

| reset V0 , . . . , Vn

(R13)

| G O 1 . . . On
| to s

(R14)
(R15)

| A1 ; A 2
| select A1 [] . . . [] An end [select]

(R16)
(R17)

| case E is P1 → A1 | . . . | Pn → An end [case]
| while E do A0 end [while]

(R18)
(R19)

Figure 1: Syntax of Ntif expressions, patterns, offers, and actions
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An expression is either a variable (rule R1), a constructor call (rule R2), or a function
call (rule R3). A pattern is either an anonymous variable (“wildcard ”) of type T (rule R4), a
variable (rule R5), a constructor call (rule R6), or a pattern P0 , the variables of which must
satisfy a condition E (rule R7). An offer is either the emission of the value of an expression
E (rule R8), or the receipt of a value that must match P using standard pattern-matching.
Actions are described as follows:
Rule R10 denotes the neutral element of sequential composition.
Rule R11 denotes the vectorial assignment of variables V0 , . . . , Vn with the values of
expressions E0 , . . . , En .
Rule R12 denotes the vectorial assignment of variables V0 , . . . , Vn with arbitrary values
of respective types T0 , . . . , Tn such that the optional condition E (if present) is satisfied.
In rule R13, the respective values of variables V0 , . . . , Vn are reset to the undefined
value; in order to be re-used, these variables must be assigned new values.
In rule R14, communication is performed on gate G and offers O1 , . . . , On (optional)
model the data communications between processes.
Rule R15 denotes a jump to state s.
Rule R16 denotes the sequential composition of actions A1 and A2 .
Rule R17 denotes the arbitrary selection of one of the actions A1 , . . . , An .
Rule R18 denotes the selection of the first action Ai in A1 , . . . , An such that Pi matches
the value of E.
Rule R19 denotes a standard “while” loop that stops when E evaluates to false.
Useful standard shorthand notations are defined as follows:
if E then A1 else A2 end [if ] = case E is true → A1 | false → A2 end
if E then A end [if ] = if E then A else null end
for V in E1 ..E2 do A end [for] = V := E1 ; while V ≤ E2 do A; V := V + 1 end
stop = select end (or equivalently case true is end)

3.2

Informal insight into NTIF semantics

Before considering in more details the static and dynamic semantics of Ntif, we sum up
briefly its intuitive semantics.
An Ntif automaton denotes a state/transition machine with state variables. Its semantics can be expressed in terms of a Labeled Transition System (Lts), the states of which are
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couples (s, ρ) consisting of a state s of the Ntif automaton and a store ρ assigning values
to state variables. Each transition of the Lts is labeled by a communication event. Given
a state (s, ρ), the outgoing transitions are calculated by executing the action act (s) in the
store ρ, which can produce either 0, 1, or several successor states (s0 , ρ0 ) — hence the term
multi-branch used to characterize the act function.
A state (s1 , ρ1 ) of the Lts has no successor if the execution of act(s1 ) blocks before
reaching a jump to a next state. We give four such examples for act(s1 ):
“null”: no jump specified
“while true do X := X + 1 end while; to s2 ”: diverging loop execution
“G ?V where V < 10 and V > 20; to s2 ”: impossible condition
“case V is 1 → to s1 | 2 → to s2 end” with ρ1 (V ) = 3: unexpected case
A state (s1 , ρ1 ) has several successors if act(s1 ) is non-deterministic, either for control,
such as in “select G1 ; to s1 [] G2 ; to s2 end”, or for data, such as in “G ?V ; if V <
0 then to s1 else to s2 end” or “V := any int; if V < 0 then to s1 else to s2 end”.
The possibility of having multiple labels and output states in the same action is a distinctive flavor of Ntif, which differs from all aforementioned symbolic models, the transitions
of which have exactly one label and one output state (or one fixed set of output places in
the case of Cæsar’s Petri nets [11]). To our knowledge, a similar feature can only be found
in the Ic (Intermediate Code) model used in the Esterel compiler [1]; however, Ic is not a
pure state/transition model and is targeted towards synchronous language implementation.
Note that Ntif generalizes the condition/action models, since the set of transiEi ⇒ A i / C i

tions “s −−−−−−−−−−−→ si ” (0 ≤ i ≤ n) going out of a state s can be written
“from s select C0 where E0 ; A0 ; to s0 [] . . . [] Cn where En ; An ; to sn end”
in Ntif. It is also clear that Ntif meets the criteria given in Section 2:
Conditions on input values are supported by means of conditional patterns, such as
“V where V ≤ 3”.
Conditions
and
actions
can
be
intertwined
“X 0 := F 0 (X); if F (X 0 , X 0 ) then G; to s0 end”.

arbitrarily,

as

in

Ntif has a big-step semantics.
For instance, the execution of action
“for i in 1..3 do V [i] := 0 end; to s2 ” produces a single transition in the underlying
Lts.
Duplication of conditions is avoided thanks to high-level “if-then-else”, “case”,
“while”, and “for” control structures.
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Static semantics

Ntif static semantics contains both standard analyses (not detailed here) such as variable
binding and strong typing, and original ones based on control and data flow analysis. The
checking rules and algorithms mentioned in this section are given in the appendix.
Binding analysis aims at verifying that each occurrence of a variable is non-ambiguously bound to its definition. Variables occurring in an expression E, a pattern P , or an
offer O are partitioned into sets of respectively used and defined variables: a variable is
defined if its value may be changed by evaluation; it is used otherwise. For instance, all
variables occurring in an expression are used variables because expression evaluation is free
of side effect, whereas in the pattern “C(V1 ) where V1 ≤ V2 ”, V1 is defined and V2 is used.
Examples of binding rules are the following:
In an Ntif automaton of initial condition E0 and parameters X , the variables of E0
are elements of X i.e., E0 only constrains parameters.
In rule (R6), every variable is defined at most once in the same pattern and a variable should not be used before being defined, taking into account that P1 , . . . , Pn are
evaluated from left-to-right. For instance, “C(V, V )” and “C(V1 where V1 = V2 , V2 )”
are rejected, but “C(V1 , V2 where V1 = V2 )” and “C(V1 , V2 ) where V1 = V2 ” are
accepted. A similar rule exists for offers —also evaluated from left to right— in rule
(R14).
Typing analysis aims at verifying that no typing conflict may arise at run-time. It relies
on a standard —not detailed here— type-checking procedure for patterns and expressions,
rejecting any automaton containing untyped objects. Additional examples of typing rules
are the following:
The initial condition E0 of an Ntif automaton has type bool.
In rules (R12), E has type bool and each Vi has type Ti .
In rule (R18), each Pi has the same type as E.
We do not consider here the existence of gate types, a way of typing the interfaces between
parallel processes [8]. The only constraint in rule (14) is n = 0 if G = τ .
The latter determine whether an Ntif automaton is accepted or rejected, based on its
static execution paths, a compile-time over-approximation of its dynamic execution paths
(i.e., walks in the program according to the dynamic semantics defined in Section 3.4). Of
course, some programs may be rejected because some of their computed static execution
paths do not satisfy a given property, although all dynamic execution paths will actually
do. Nevertheless, this approach is practically acceptable because (1) it statically guarantees
run-time properties of programs, and (2) code can always be rewritten (often gaining in
clarity) in order to pass the static checks.
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Variable initialization analysis (similar to Hermes, Java, and E-Lotos) ensures
that each variable is defined before being used (under the assumption that the formal parameters are initialized). This is useful to detect frequent programming mistakes at an early stage. Simple examples of Ntif code rejected by the analysis
are “reset V1 ; V2 := V1 ”, or “from s V := V + 1; reset V ; to s”.
Also,
“reset V ; if E then V := 1 end; if not(E) then V := 0 end; G !V ; to s” is rejected statically, although it would satisfy the variable initialization property at run-time.
However, this code can be rewritten using an “else” clause instead of the second “if” and
be accepted by the compiler. Variable initialization analysis extends smoothly to arrays by
requiring global initialization, as in Java.
Unicity of communication analysis verifies that there is at most one communication on
each execution path of an action act(s). It is permitted to have different communications in
the same action, such as in “if E then G1 else G2 end”, because G1 and G2 cannot occur
in the same execution path. However for instance, “G1 ; G2 ”, “if E then G1 end; G2 ”,
and “while E do G end” are forbidden.
This pragmatic restriction makes Ntif different from the language Estelle [5]. In
Estelle, transitions are defined using structured Pascal code and may contain several
outputs. This causes both semantic and practical limitations, since for instance, the transition labels may become too large to be visualized as the number of outputs in the same
transition may be unbounded e.g., in the case of a “while” loop containing outputs, which
is incompatible with rendezvous synchronization. Moreover, Estelle transitions are not
multi-branch as each transition has only one successor state.
Finally, next state reachability ensures that the execution of an action act(s) can
not be blocked between a communication and the next “to” action. For instance,
both actions “G; V := any T where E; to s” and “G; if E then to s end” are
rejected because condition E could be false, whereas “G; V := any T ; to s” and
“G; if E then to s1 else to s2 end” are accepted.

3.4

Dynamic semantics

The dynamic semantics of Ntif associates an Lts to an Ntif automaton
hT , C, F, V, X , E0 , G, S, s0 , acti, assuming that all parameters of X are instantiated properly. To this aim, the notions of values, labels, and stores are defined:
Values (noted v, v 0 , v0 , v1 , . . . ) are typed expressions built using constructors of C
(ground terms). The set of values is noted Val (T , C).
Labels (noted `, `0 , `0 , `1 , . . . ) are either tuples of the form hG, v1 , . . . , vn i, or a special
label ε corresponding to transitions without communication events. The set of labels
is noted Lab(T , C, G) ⊆ (G × Val (T , C)∗ ) ∪ {ε}. The partial operator + is defined by
` + ε = ε + ` = `, and undefined if both its operands are different from ε.
Stores (noted ρ, ρ0 , ρ0 , ρ1 , . . . ) are partial functions mapping variables to values. The
set of stores is noted Store(T , C, V) ⊆ V → (Val (T , C) ∪ {undefined}). We note
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[V1 7→ v1 , . . . , Vn 7→ vn ] (where all Vi ’s are pairwise distinct) the store ρ such that
ρ(Vi ) = vi for all i ∈ 1..n, and undefined elsewhere. The restriction operator
and
the update operator are defined as follows:
(ρ

{V1 , . . . , Vn })(V ) = if V ∈
/ {V1 , . . . , Vn } then ρ(V ) else undefined
(ρ

ρ0 )(V ) = if ρ0 (V ) = undefined then ρ(V ) else ρ0 (V )

The semantics of expressions is given by a predicate eval (E, ρ, v) that is true iff the
evaluation of E in store ρ terminates and yields a value v. Expression evaluation is side
effect free (it does not change the value of any variable) and deterministic (given E and ρ,
there is at most one v such that eval (E, ρ, v); there might be no such v if the evaluation
of E diverges). The static semantics ensures that for each variable V used in E, ρ(V ) is
defined and has the same type as V .
The semantics of patterns is given by a pattern-matching function match(v, ρ, P ) that
returns either “fail” if value v does not match pattern P , or a new store ρ0 corresponding
to ρ in which the variables of P have been assigned by the matching sub-terms of v. The
store ρ is used to evaluate guards E in patterns of the form “P0 where E”, which match a
value v iff match(v, ρ, P0 ) = ρ0 and eval (E, ρ0 , true).
The semantics of offers is given by a function accept(v, ρ, O), defined by:
accept (v, ρ, !E) = if eval (E, ρ, v) then ρ else fail
accept(v, ρ, ?P ) = match(v, ρ, P )
`

The semantics of actions is given in Sos style by a transition relation noted “[A], ρ =⇒
s, ρ ” (defined in Figure 2), where (1) ` is a label if A executes a communication labeled with
`, or ε otherwise, (2) s is a state if A terminates with a “to s” action, or “none” otherwise,
and (3) ρ0 is the store obtained after execution of A in ρ.
Execution of an Ntif automaton hT , C, F, V, X , E0 , G, S, s0 , acti in a store ρ0 assigning
values to all parameters of X and satisfying eval (E0 , ρ0 , true) (the parameters fulfill the
initial condition) yields an Lts hΣ, L, →, σ0 i such that:
0

Σ ⊆ S × Store(T , C, V) is the set of states.
L ⊆ Lab(T , C, G) is the set of labels.
σ0 = hs0 , ρ0 i is the initial state.
→ ⊆ Σ × L × Σ is the transition relation defined by hhs, ρi, `, hs0 , ρ0 ii ∈ → (noted
`

hs, ρi −→ hs0 , ρ0 i) iff (∃hs0 , ρ0 i, . . . , hsn , ρn i) s0 = s ∧ ρ0 = ρ ∧ (∀i ∈ 0..n −
ε
`
1) [act(si )], ρi =⇒ si+1 , ρi+1 ∧ [act(sn )], ρn =⇒ s0 , ρ0 .
`

Each transition (s1 , ρ1 ) −−→(s2 , ρ2 ) can be seen as one macro-step made of micro-steps de`

fined by the relation [A], ρ =⇒ s0 , ρ0 .
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ε

ε

[null], ρ =⇒ none, ρ

[to s], ρ =⇒ s, ρ

eval (E0 , ρ, v0 ) ∧ . . . ∧ eval (En , ρ, vn )
ε

[V0 7→ v0 , . . . , Vn 7→ vn ]

[V0 , . . . , Vn := E0 , . . . , En ], ρ =⇒ none, ρ
(∀i ∈ 0..n) vi ∈ Ti ∧ eval (E, ρ

[V0 7→ v0 , . . . , Vn 7→ vn ], true)
ε

[V0 7→ v0 , . . . , Vn 7→ vn ]

[V0 , . . . , Vn := any T0 , . . . , Tn where E], ρ =⇒ none, ρ
ε

{V0 , . . . , Vn }

[reset V0 , . . . , Vn ], ρ =⇒ none, ρ

ρ1 = ρ ∧ (∀i ∈ 1..n) accept(vi , ρi , Oi ) = ρi+1 6= fail
[G O1 . . . On ], ρ

hG,v1 ,...,vn i

=⇒

none, ρn+1

`

`

`

[A1 ], ρ =⇒ s, ρ0 ∧ s 6= none

2
1
s, ρ00 ∧ ` = `1 + `2
none, ρ0 ∧ [A2 ], ρ0 =⇒
[A1 ], ρ =⇒

`

`

[A1 ; A2 ], ρ =⇒ s, ρ00

[A1 ; A2 ], ρ =⇒ s, ρ0
`

[Ai ], ρ =⇒ s, ρ0
`

[select A1 [] . . . [] An end], ρ =⇒ s, ρ0
eval (E, ρ, v) ∧ match(v, ρ, Pi ) = ρi 6= fail ∧
`
(∀j < i) match(v, ρ, Pj ) = fail ∧ [Ai ], ρi =⇒ s, ρ0
`

[case E is P1 → A1 | . . . | Pn → An end], ρ =⇒ s, ρ0
`

eval (E, ρ, true) ∧ [A0 ; while E do A0 end], ρ =⇒ s, ρ0
`

[while E do A0 end], ρ =⇒ s, ρ0
eval (E, ρ, false)
ε

[while E do A0 end], ρ =⇒ none, ρ
Figure 2: Dynamic semantics of Ntif actions
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Tools for NTIF

We have developed two software tools (Nt2If and Nt2Dot) for handling Ntif models.
These tools (6,600 lines of code) have been implemented using an original compiler construction technology [10, 25] developed by the Vasy team of Inria.
Nt2If translates Ntif into Iosts (Input Output Symbolic Transition Systems) [22], a
lower level formalism used as input of the Stg symbolic test generator [7] and based on the
syntax of If 1.0 [3]. Nt2If performs symbolic unfolding, i.e., it decomposes each Ntif action
into (one or several) more elementary If/Iosts transitions, still preserving the semantics of
the original Ntif model4 . Thus, Nt2If allows Ntif to be used as a new, higher level input
language for Stg. This has proven appropriate in industrial case studies (see Section 5),
as the lack of high-level control structures in If/Iosts constrains the user to introduce
many intermediate states and transitions and to duplicate numerous conditions, which is a
frequent source of mistakes.
Nt2Dot provides a graphical representation of Ntif descriptions by translating them
into the Dot format used by GraphViz, a graph visualization software developed by At&t.
Figure 3 shows an Ntif graphics produced with Nt2Dot. To each Ntif state s is associated
a square box containing the code of act(s) — one of these square boxes is detailed on Figure 4,
providing an example of Ntif code. There is an arrow from box s1 to box s2 iff act(s1 )
contains an action “to s2 ”.

5

Two industrial case studies

Although Ntif is intended to be an intermediate model for E-Lotos, it is sufficiently
readable and structured to be written directly by humans. This use of Ntif is illustrated by
two case studies performed in the framework of the FormalCard research project between
Inria and Schlumberger:
We have modeled in Ntif a subset of Ceps (Common Electronic Purse Specification) [6], a multi-currency electronic purse application for smart cards. Starting from
an If/Iosts model of Ceps developed by D. Clarke, we produced an equivalent Ntif
model (represented on Figure 3), which was later translated back to If/Iosts automatically (using the Nt2If tool) to be processed by Stg. The Nt2If translation
algorithm was found clever enough, as the sizes of both If/Iosts models (the one
written manually and the one generated automatically) are very close.
F.X. Ponscarme used Ntif to model the administrative commands of a smart card
operating system for 3Gpp (3rd Generation Partnership Project) mobile telephony.
His Ntif model was then translated into If/Iosts using Nt2If and processed by
Stg.
4 Modulo additional τ transitions as discussed in Section 2. Here, the τ transitions are harmless since
parallel processes are not considered.
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from Start
select
Perso ?mIssID ?mCardID ?mDateExp;
vDeactivated := false;
vLocked := false;
vTxLog.pLogSize := pLogSize;
vTxLog.InUse := 0;
vTxLog.NextInsert := 0;
vIssID := mIssID;
vCardID := mCardID;
vDateExp := mDateExp;
to PowerOff
[]
SetRefCur ?(mIssID where mIssID < pRefCurCount) ?mCardID ?mDateExp;
vRefCur[mIssID].Currency := mCardID;
vRefCur[mIssID].BalMax := mDateExp;
to Start
end select

from AllMacro
Power ?mPowerValue where mPowerValue == OFF;
to PowerOff

from PowerOff
Power ?mPowerValue where mPowerValue == ON;
to Init

from Init
Reset ?;
to PerformReset

from PerformReset
ATR !;
to InitAndReset

from InitAndReset
select
CepCommand ?mInquiry where mInquiry.Command == LOADINIT;
to NoAppSelected
[]
Select ?mAID where mAID == CEP;
to SelectCepReply
end select

from NoAppSelected
mInitLoadResp := any ReplyType where mInitLoadResp.Status == x9101;
CepReply !mInitLoadResp;
to InitAndReset

from SelectCepReply
mFCI := any FCIType where mFCI.Status == x9000;
SelectReply !mFCI;
vLogInqActive := false;
to CepInit

from CepInit
select
CepCommand ?mInquiry where mInquiry.Command == SPECIFIC;
vSlotIndex := 0;
vCurrencySought := mInquiry.Currency;
vSlotsAvailable := 0;
to CepSlotInquirySpecific
[]
CepCommand ?mInquiry where mInquiry.Command == ALLSLOTS01;
to CepCommandOutOfSequence
[]
CepCommand ?mInquiry where mInquiry.Command == ALLSLOTS00;
vSlotIndex := 0;
vSlotsReported := 0;
to CepSlotInquirySequence
[]
CepCommand ?mInquiry where mInquiry.Command == REFCURR;
to CepReferenceCurrencyInquiry
[]
CepCommand ?mInquiry where mInquiry.Command == LOGINQ00;
vLogIndex := 1;
vLogInqActive := true;
vLastInqType := mInquiry.TxType;
to CepTLI_SendLogEntry
[]
CepCommand ?mInquiry where mInquiry.Command == LOGINQ01;
to CepTestActive
[]
CepCommand ?mInquiry where mInquiry.Command == LOADINIT;
to CepTestNT
end select

from CepSlotInquirySpecific
if vSlotIndex >= pSlotCount then
if vSlotsAvailable > 0 then
mSlotInfo := any ReplyType where mSlotInfo.Status == x9409;
CepReply !mSlotInfo;
to CepInit
else
mSlotInfo := any ReplyType where mSlotInfo.Status == x940A;
CepReply !mSlotInfo;
to CepInit
end if
else
if not vSlots[vSlotIndex].InUse then
vSlotIndex := vSlotIndex + 1;
vSlotsAvailable := vSlotsAvailable + 1;
to CepSlotInquirySpecific
else
if vSlots[vSlotIndex].Currency == vCurrencySought then
mSlotInfo := any ReplyType where (mSlotInfo.SlotIndex == vSlotIndex) and
((mSlotInfo.Currency == vSlots[vSlotIndex].Currency) and ((mSlotInfo.Balance ==
vSlots[vSlotIndex].Balance) and ((mSlotInfo.BalMax == vSlots[vSlotIndex].BalMax) and
(mSlotInfo.Status == x9000))));
CepReply !mSlotInfo;
to CepInit
else
vSlotIndex := vSlotIndex + 1;
to CepSlotInquirySpecific
end if
end if
end if

from CepSlotInquirySequence
while vSlotIndex < pSlotCount do
if vSlots[vSlotIndex].InUse then
vSlots[vSlotIndex].Reported := false;
vSlotIndex := vSlotIndex + 1
else
vSlots[vSlotIndex].Reported := true;
vSlotIndex := vSlotIndex + 1;
vSlotsReported := vSlotsReported + 1
end if
end while;
to CepSIQ_Reply

from CepReferenceCurrencyInquiry
case pRefCurCount is
0 ->
mSlotInfo := any ReplyType where mSlotInfo.Status == x9401;
CepReply !mSlotInfo;
to CepInit
| 1 ->
mSlotInfo := any ReplyType where (mSlotInfo.Count == 1) and ((mSlotInfo.RC_Curr_0 ==
vRefCur[0].Currency) and ((mSlotInfo.RC_Max_0 == vRefCur[0].BalMax) and (mSlotInfo.Status ==
x9000)));
CepReply !mSlotInfo;
to CepInit
| 2 ->
mSlotInfo := any ReplyType where (mSlotInfo.Count == 2) and ((mSlotInfo.RC_Curr_0 ==
vRefCur[0].Currency) and ((mSlotInfo.RC_Max_0 == vRefCur[0].BalMax) and ((mSlotInfo.RC_Curr_1
== vRefCur[1].Currency) and ((mSlotInfo.RC_Max_1 == vRefCur[1].BalMax) and (mSlotInfo.Status ==
x9000)))));
CepReply !mSlotInfo;
to CepInit
| 3 ->
mSlotInfo := any ReplyType where (mSlotInfo.Count == 2) and ((mSlotInfo.RC_Curr_0 ==
vRefCur[0].Currency) and ((mSlotInfo.RC_Max_0 == vRefCur[0].BalMax) and ((mSlotInfo.RC_Curr_1
== vRefCur[1].Currency) and ((mSlotInfo.RC_Max_1 == vRefCur[1].BalMax) and
((mSlotInfo.RC_Curr_2 == vRefCur[2].Currency) and ((mSlotInfo.RC_Max_2 == vRefCur[2].BalMax)
and (mSlotInfo.Status == x9000)))))));
CepReply !mSlotInfo;
to CepInit
end case

from CepSIQ_Reply
if vSlotsReported >= pSlotCount then
mSlotInfo := any ReplyType where mSlotInfo.Status == x6A83;
CepReply !mSlotInfo;
to CepInit
else
mSlotInfo := any ReplyType where (mSlotInfo.SlotIndex >= 0) and ((mSlotInfo.SlotIndex <
pSlotCount) and (not vSlots[mSlotInfo.SlotIndex].Reported and
(vSlots[mSlotInfo.SlotIndex].InUse and ((mSlotInfo.Currency ==
vSlots[mSlotInfo.SlotIndex].Currency) and ((mSlotInfo.Balance ==
vSlots[mSlotInfo.SlotIndex].Balance) and ((mSlotInfo.BalMax ==
vSlots[mSlotInfo.SlotIndex].BalMax) and (mSlotInfo.Status == x9000)))))));
CepReply !mSlotInfo;
vSlotIndex := mSlotInfo.SlotIndex;
vSlots[vSlotIndex].Reported := true;
vSlotsReported := vSlotsReported + 1;
to CepSIQ_Ready
end if

from CepTestActive
if vLogInqActive then
if mInquiry.TxType == vLastInqType then
vLogIndex := 1;
vLogInqActive := true;
vLastInqType := mInquiry.TxType;
to CepTLI_SendLogEntry
else
vLogInqActive := false;
to CepCommandOutOfSequence
end if
else
to CepCommandOutOfSequence
end if

from CepTestNT
if vDeactivated then
mInitLoadResp := any replyType where mInitLoadResp.Status == x9106;
CepReply !mInitLoadResp;
to CepInit
else
if vLocked then
mInitLoadResp := any ReplyType where mInitLoadResp.Status == x9110;
CepReply !mInitLoadResp;
to CepInit
else
if vNT >= pNT_Limit then
mInitLoadResp := any ReplyType where mInitLoadResp.Status == x9102;
CepReply !mInitLoadResp;
to CepInit
else
vLoadAmount := mInquiry.LoadAmt;
vSlotIndex := 0;
vCurrencySought := mInquiry.Currency;
vSlotsAvailable := 0;
vLastAvailSlot := pSlotCount;
to CepIFL_LocateSlot
end if
end if
end if

from CepTLI_SendLogEntry
if vLogIndex > vTxLog.InUse then
mTxLogInfo := any ReplyType where mTxLogInfo.Status == x6A83;
CepReply !mTxLogInfo;
vLogInqActive := false;
to CepInit
else
vIdxEntry := (vTxLog.NextInsert + (vTxLog.pLogSize - vLogIndex)) % vTxLog.pLogSize;
vEntryTxType := vTxLog.Entry[vIdxEntry].TxType;
if (vLastInqType == TxLoad) and ((vEntryTxType != TxLoad) and (vEntryTxType !=
TxUnload)) or ((vLastInqType == TxExchange) and (vEntryTxType != TxExchange) or (vLastInqType
== TxPurchase) and ((vEntryTxType != TxPurchase) and (vEntryTxType != TxCancelLastPurchase)))
then
vLogIndex := vLogIndex + 1;
to CepTLI_SendLogEntry
else
mTxLogInfo := any ReplyType where (mTxLogInfo.Entry == vTxLog.Entry[vIdxEntry]) and
(mTxLogInfo.Status == x9000);
CepReply !mTxLogInfo;
to CepInit
end if
end if

from CepIFL_LocateSlot
if vSlotIndex >= pSlotCount then
if vSlotsAvailable == 0 then
mInitLoadResp := any ReplyType where mInitLoadResp.Status == x9401;
CepReply !mInitLoadResp;
to CepInit
else
vSlotIndex := vLastAvailSlot;
to CepIFL_InitForLoad
end if
else
if vSlots[vSlotIndex].InUse then
if vSlots[vSlotIndex].Currency != vCurrencySought then
vSlotIndex := vSlotIndex + 1;
to CepIFL_LocateSlot
else
if vSlots[vSlotIndex].Balance + vLoadAmount > vSlots[vSlotIndex].BalMax then
mInitLoadResp := any ReplyType where mInitLoadResp.Status == x9402;
CepReply !mInitLoadResp;
to CepInit
else
to CepIFL_InitForLoad
end if
end if
else
vSlotIndex := vSlotIndex + 1;
vSlotsAvailable := vSlotsAvailable + 1;
vLastAvailSlot := vSlotIndex;
to CepIFL_LocateSlot
end if
end if

from CepSIQ_Ready
CepCommand ?mInquiry;
to Cep_Command_Case

from Cep_Command_Case
case mInquiry.Command is
ALLSLOTS00 ->
vSlotsReported := 0;
vSlotIndex := 0;
to CepSlotInquirySequence
| ALLSLOTS01 ->
to CepSIQ_Reply
| any ->
to CepCommandOutOfSequence
end case

from CepIFL_InitForLoad
mInitLoadResp := any ReplyType where (mInitLoadResp.IssId == vIssID) and
((mInitLoadResp.CardId == vCardID) and ((mInitLoadResp.DateExp == vDateExp) and
((mInitLoadResp.NT_CEP == vNT) and (mInitLoadResp.Status == x9000))));
CepReply !mInitLoadResp;
vNT := vNT + 1;
to CepCommandOutOfSequence

from CepCommandOutOfSequence
mSlotInfo := any ReplyType where mSlotInfo.Status == x9580;
CepReply !mSlotInfo;
to CepInit

Figure 3: Graphical representation of Ceps in Ntif (generated by Nt2Dot).
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e then

e;

else
if vLocked then
mInitLoadResp := any ReplyType where mInitLoadResp.Status == x9110;
CepReply !mInitLoadResp;
to CepInit
else
if vNT >= pNT_Limit then
mInitLoadResp
:= any ReplyType
where mInitLoadResp.Status
== x9102;
NTIF:
a General
Symbolic
Model for Communicating
CepReply !mInitLoadResp;
to CepInit
else
vLoadAmount := mInquiry.LoadAmt;
vSlotIndex := 0;
vCurrencySought := mInquiry.Currency;
vSlotsAvailable := 0;
vLastAvailSlot := pSlotCount;
to CepIFL_LocateSlot
end if
end if
end if

o.Status == x6A83;

gSize - vLogIndex)) % vTxLog.pLogSize;
pe;
e != TxLoad) and (vEntryTxType !=
(vEntryTxType != TxExchange) or (vLastInqType
) and (vEntryTxType != TxCancelLastPurchase)))
then

gInfo.Entry == vTxLog.Entry[vIdxEntry]) and
(mTxLogInfo.Status == x9000);

Sequential Processes with Data

from CepIFL_LocateSlot
if vSlotIndex >= pSlotCount then
if vSlotsAvailable == 0 then
mInitLoadResp := any ReplyType where mInitLoadResp.Status == x9401;
CepReply !mInitLoadResp;
to CepInit
else
vSlotIndex := vLastAvailSlot;
to CepIFL_InitForLoad
end if
else
if vSlots[vSlotIndex].InUse then
if vSlots[vSlotIndex].Currency != vCurrencySought then
vSlotIndex := vSlotIndex + 1;
to CepIFL_LocateSlot
else
if vSlots[vSlotIndex].Balance + vLoadAmount > vSlots[vSlotIndex].BalMax then
mInitLoadResp := any ReplyType where mInitLoadResp.Status == x9402;
CepReply !mInitLoadResp;
to CepInit
else
to CepIFL_InitForLoad
end if
end if
else
vSlotIndex := vSlotIndex + 1;
vSlotsAvailable := vSlotsAvailable + 1;
vLastAvailSlot := vSlotIndex;
to CepIFL_LocateSlot
end if
end if

Figure 4: Zoom on a state of Figure 3

where (mInitLoadResp.IssId == vIssID) and
D) and ((mInitLoadResp.DateExp == vDateExp) and
P == vNT) and (mInitLoadResp.Status == x9000))));
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Both case-studies demonstrated that using Ntif instead of If/Iosts leads to smaller,
clearer, and safer models. These findings are justified in the following paragraphs.
Figure 5 compares the sizes of the Ntif models w.r.t. the If/Iosts models generated
by Nt2If. These sizes are measured in lines of code (type definitions excluded), states,
and transitions. The columns labeled “% ↓” indicate the gain provided by Ntif given
by the formula “(If size - Ntif size) ×100 / If size”. The branching factor line gives the
average number of successor states in each transition (thus, highlighting Ntif’s multi-branch
structure).
Besides size reduction, the existence of high-level control structures in Ntif leads to
clearer models than with condition/action languages such as If/Iosts. In the case of Ceps,
this is obvious from an immediate comparison of two graphical representations, the one
generated by Nt2Dot for the Ntif model (Figure 3) and the one generated by Stg for the
If/Iosts model (Figure 6), the latter being hardly readable even after enlargement.
The high-level control structures of Ntif are also safer than conditions/actions found
in If/Iosts, which are error-prone because of the duplication of conditions (see Section 2).
In particular, the modeling of nested “if ” and “case” statements using conditions/actions
is often erroneous, as some conditions are not always mutually exclusive as they would be
expected to, or do not cover all possible cases. For instance, the reengineering work done for
producing an Ntif model of Ceps from an If/Iosts one revealed more than 10 such bugs
in the If/Iosts model. The conclusion was that this source of mistakes could be eliminated
by using Ntif directly together with the Nt2If translator.
If
598
31
63
1

Number of lines
Number of states
Number of transitions
Branching factor

Electronic Purse
Ntif
%↓
418
30 %
21
32 %
23
63 %
2,21
—

If
697
34
78
1

Smart Card OS 3G
Ntif
%↓
498
28 %
20
41 %
22
71 %
2,77
—

Figure 5: Comparisons of Ntif and If description sizes.
S_00000
((((((pSlotCount > 0) and (pSlotCount <= 16)) and (pRefCurCount >= 0)) and (pRefCurCount <= 3)) and (pLogSize > 0)) and (pLogSize < 64))
Start
sync Perso ?m_nat_Value_0_0 ?m_nat_Value_1_0 ?m_nat_Value_2_0
mDateExp:=m_nat_Value_2_0|
mCardID:=m_nat_Value_1_0|
mIssID:=m_nat_Value_0_0|
vDeactivated:=false|
vLocked:=false|
vTxLog.pLogSize:=pLogSize|
vTxLog.InUse:=0|
vTxLog.NextInsert:=0
(m_PowerType_Value_0_0 = OFF)
sync Power ?m_PowerType_Value_0_0
mPowerValue:=m_PowerType_Value_0_0

PowerOff

sync Reset ?any

(m_PowerType_Value_0_0 = OFF)
sync Power ?m_PowerType_Value_0_0
mPowerValue:=m_PowerType_Value_0_0

(m_PowerType_Value_0_0 = OFF)
sync Power ?m_PowerType_Value_0_0
mPowerValue:=m_PowerType_Value_0_0
(m_PowerType_Value_0_0 = OFF)
sync Power ?m_PowerType_Value_0_0
mPowerValue:=m_PowerType_Value_0_0

(m_PowerType_Value_0_0 = OFF)
sync Power ?m_PowerType_Value_0_0
mPowerValue:=m_PowerType_Value_0_0
(m_PowerType_Value_0_0 = OFF)
sync Power ?m_PowerType_Value_0_0
mPowerValue:=m_PowerType_Value_0_0

sync ATR !any

(m_PowerType_Value_0_0 = OFF)
sync Power ?m_PowerType_Value_0_0
mPowerValue:=m_PowerType_Value_0_0

InitAndReset

(m_ReplyType_Value_0_0.Status = x9101)
sync CepReply !m_ReplyType_Value_0_0
mInitLoadResp:=m_ReplyType_Value_0_0

NoAppSelected

sync tau
vRefCur[mIssID].Currency:=mCardID|
vRefCur[mIssID].BalMax:=mDateExp

S_00002

(m_PowerType_Value_0_0 = OFF)
sync Power ?m_PowerType_Value_0_0
mPowerValue:=m_PowerType_Value_0_0

(m_PowerType_Value_0_0 = OFF)
sync Power ?m_PowerType_Value_0_0
mPowerValue:=m_PowerType_Value_0_0

(m_PowerType_Value_0_0 = OFF)
sync Power ?m_PowerType_Value_0_0
mPowerValue:=m_PowerType_Value_0_0

Init

PerformReset

(m_CommandType_Value_0_0.Command = LOADINIT)
sync CepCommand ?m_CommandType_Value_0_0
mInquiry:=m_CommandType_Value_0_0

(m_nat_Value_0_0 < pRefCurCount)
sync SetRefCur ?m_nat_Value_0_0 ?m_nat_Value_1_0 ?m_nat_Value_2_0
mDateExp:=m_nat_Value_2_0|
mCardID:=m_nat_Value_1_0|
mIssID:=m_nat_Value_0_0

S_00001

sync tau
vIssID:=mIssID|
vCardID:=mCardID|
vDateExp:=mDateExp

(m_PowerType_Value_0_0 = ON)
sync Power ?m_PowerType_Value_0_0
mPowerValue:=m_PowerType_Value_0_0
(m_PowerType_Value_0_0 = OFF)
sync Power ?m_PowerType_Value_0_0
mPowerValue:=m_PowerType_Value_0_0

(m_PowerType_Value_0_0 = OFF)
sync Power ?m_PowerType_Value_0_0
mPowerValue:=m_PowerType_Value_0_0

(m_AidType_Value_0_0 = CEP)
sync Select ?m_AidType_Value_0_0
mAID:=m_AidType_Value_0_0

(m_PowerType_Value_0_0 = OFF)
sync Power ?m_PowerType_Value_0_0
mPowerValue:=m_PowerType_Value_0_0

(m_PowerType_Value_0_0 = OFF)
sync Power ?m_PowerType_Value_0_0
mPowerValue:=m_PowerType_Value_0_0

(m_PowerType_Value_0_0 = OFF)
sync Power ?m_PowerType_Value_0_0
mPowerValue:=m_PowerType_Value_0_0

(m_PowerType_Value_0_0 = OFF)
sync Power ?m_PowerType_Value_0_0
mPowerValue:=m_PowerType_Value_0_0

(m_PowerType_Value_0_0 = OFF)
sync Power ?m_PowerType_Value_0_0
mPowerValue:=m_PowerType_Value_0_0

(m_PowerType_Value_0_0 = OFF)
sync Power ?m_PowerType_Value_0_0
mPowerValue:=m_PowerType_Value_0_0

(m_PowerType_Value_0_0 = OFF)
sync Power ?m_PowerType_Value_0_0
mPowerValue:=m_PowerType_Value_0_0

(m_PowerType_Value_0_0 = OFF)
sync Power ?m_PowerType_Value_0_0
mPowerValue:=m_PowerType_Value_0_0
(m_PowerType_Value_0_0 = OFF)
sync Power ?m_PowerType_Value_0_0
mPowerValue:=m_PowerType_Value_0_0

(m_FCIType_Value_0_0.Status = x9000)
sync SelectReply !m_FCIType_Value_0_0
mFCI:=m_FCIType_Value_0_0|
vLogInqActive:=false

(vDeactivated and (m_ReplyType_Value_0_0.Status = x9106))
sync CepReply !m_ReplyType_Value_0_0
mInitLoadResp:=m_ReplyType_Value_0_0

((not vDeactivated and vLocked) and (m_ReplyType_Value_0_0.Status = x9110))
sync CepReply !m_ReplyType_Value_0_0
mInitLoadResp:=m_ReplyType_Value_0_0

(((vSlotIndex >= pSlotCount) and (vSlotsAvailable = 0)) and (m_ReplyType_Value_0_0.Status = x9401))
sync CepReply !m_ReplyType_Value_0_0
mInitLoadResp:=m_ReplyType_Value_0_0

(((((((pRefCurCount = 2) and (m_ReplyType_Value_0_0.Count = 2)) and (m_ReplyType_Value_0_0.RC_Curr_0 = vRefCur[0].Currency)) and (m_ReplyType_Value_0_0.RC_Max_0 = vRefCur[0].BalMax)) and (m_ReplyType_Value_0_0.RC_Curr_1 = vRefCur[1].Currency)) and (m_ReplyType_Value_0_0.RC_Max_1 = vRefCur[1].BalMax)) and (m_ReplyType_Value_0_0.Status = x9000))
sync CepReply !m_ReplyType_Value_0_0
mSlotInfo:=m_ReplyType_Value_0_0

((((not (vSlotIndex >= pSlotCount) and vSlots[vSlotIndex].InUse) and not (vSlots[vSlotIndex].Currency <> vCurrencySought)) and ((vSlots[vSlotIndex].Balance + vLoadAmount) > vSlots[vSlotIndex].BalMax)) and (m_ReplyType_Value_0_0.Status = x9402))
sync CepReply !m_ReplyType_Value_0_0
mInitLoadResp:=m_ReplyType_Value_0_0

(((((((((pRefCurCount = 3) and (m_ReplyType_Value_0_0.Count = 2)) and (m_ReplyType_Value_0_0.RC_Curr_0 = vRefCur[0].Currency)) and (m_ReplyType_Value_0_0.RC_Max_0 = vRefCur[0].BalMax)) and (m_ReplyType_Value_0_0.RC_Curr_1 = vRefCur[1].Currency)) and (m_ReplyType_Value_0_0.RC_Max_1 = vRefCur[1].BalMax)) and (m_ReplyType_Value_0_0.RC_Curr_2 = vRefCur[2].Currency)) and (m_ReplyType_Value_0_0.RC_Max_2 = vRefCur[2].BalMax)) and (m_ReplyType_Value_0_0.Status = x9000))
sync CepReply !m_ReplyType_Value_0_0
mSlotInfo:=m_ReplyType_Value_0_0

CepReferenceCurrencyInquiry

(((vSlotIndex >= pSlotCount) and not (vSlotsAvailable > 0)) and (m_ReplyType_Value_0_0.Status = x940A))
sync CepReply !m_ReplyType_Value_0_0
mSlotInfo:=m_ReplyType_Value_0_0

(m_CommandType_Value_0_0.Command = REFCURR)
sync CepCommand ?m_CommandType_Value_0_0
mInquiry:=m_CommandType_Value_0_0

((pRefCurCount = 0) and (m_ReplyType_Value_0_0.Status = x9401))
sync CepReply !m_ReplyType_Value_0_0
mSlotInfo:=m_ReplyType_Value_0_0

S_00007

sync tau
vLastAvailSlot:=vSlotIndex

((vSlotIndex >= pSlotCount) and not (vSlotsAvailable = 0))
sync tau
vSlotIndex:=vLastAvailSlot

(m_CommandType_Value_0_0.Command = SPECIFIC)
sync CepCommand ?m_CommandType_Value_0_0
mInquiry:=m_CommandType_Value_0_0|
vSlotIndex:=0

(m_CommandType_Value_0_0.Command = LOGINQ01)
sync CepCommand ?m_CommandType_Value_0_0
mInquiry:=m_CommandType_Value_0_0

(((vSlotIndex >= pSlotCount) and (vSlotsAvailable > 0)) and (m_ReplyType_Value_0_0.Status = x9409))
sync CepReply !m_ReplyType_Value_0_0
mSlotInfo:=m_ReplyType_Value_0_0

(not (vSlotIndex >= pSlotCount) and not vSlots[vSlotIndex].InUse)
((not (vSlotIndex >= pSlotCount) and not not vSlots[vSlotIndex].InUse) and not (vSlots[vSlotIndex].Currency = vCurrencySought))
sync tau
sync tau
vSlotIndex:=(vSlotIndex + 1)|
vSlotIndex:=(vSlotIndex + 1)
vSlotsAvailable:=(vSlotsAvailable + 1)

S_00003

CepTestActive

(m_CommandType_Value_0_0.Command = LOGINQ00)
sync CepCommand ?m_CommandType_Value_0_0
mInquiry:=m_CommandType_Value_0_0|
vLogIndex:=1|
vLogInqActive:=true
((vLogIndex > vTxLog.InUse) and (m_ReplyType_Value_0_0.Status = x6A83))
sync CepReply !m_ReplyType_Value_0_0
mTxLogInfo:=m_ReplyType_Value_0_0|
vLogInqActive:=false

(m_CommandType_Value_0_0.Command = ALLSLOTS00)
sync CepCommand ?m_CommandType_Value_0_0
mInquiry:=m_CommandType_Value_0_0|
vSlotIndex:=0|
vSlotsReported:=0

(m_PowerType_Value_0_0 = OFF)
sync Power ?m_PowerType_Value_0_0
mPowerValue:=m_PowerType_Value_0_0

(vLogInqActive and (mInquiry.TxType = vLastInqType))
sync tau
vLogIndex:=1|
vLogInqActive:=true|
vLastInqType:=mInquiry.TxType

sync tau
vCurrencySought:=mInquiry.Currency|
vSlotsAvailable:=0

CepSlotInquirySpecific

(m_PowerType_Value_0_0 = OFF)
sync Power ?m_PowerType_Value_0_0
mPowerValue:=m_PowerType_Value_0_0
(m_PowerType_Value_0_0 = OFF)
sync Power ?m_PowerType_Value_0_0
mPowerValue:=m_PowerType_Value_0_0

(((((pRefCurCount = 1) and (m_ReplyType_Value_0_0.Count = 1)) and (m_ReplyType_Value_0_0.RC_Curr_0 = vRefCur[0].Currency)) and (m_ReplyType_Value_0_0.RC_Max_0 = vRefCur[0].BalMax)) and (m_ReplyType_Value_0_0.Status = x9000))
sync CepReply !m_ReplyType_Value_0_0
mSlotInfo:=m_ReplyType_Value_0_0

(((((((not (vSlotIndex >= pSlotCount) and not not vSlots[vSlotIndex].InUse) and (vSlots[vSlotIndex].Currency = vCurrencySought)) and (m_ReplyType_Value_0_0.SlotIndex = vSlotIndex)) and (m_ReplyType_Value_0_0.Currency = vSlots[vSlotIndex].Currency)) and (m_ReplyType_Value_0_0.Balance = vSlots[vSlotIndex].Balance)) and (m_ReplyType_Value_0_0.BalMax = vSlots[vSlotIndex].BalMax)) and (m_ReplyType_Value_0_0.Status = x9000))
sync CepReply !m_ReplyType_Value_0_0
mSlotInfo:=m_ReplyType_Value_0_0

((not vDeactivated and not vLocked) and not (vNT >= pNT_Limit))
sync tau
vLoadAmount:=mInquiry.LoadAmt|
vSlotIndex:=0|
vCurrencySought:=mInquiry.Currency|
vSlotsAvailable:=0|
vLastAvailSlot:=pSlotCount
((not (vSlotIndex >= pSlotCount) and vSlots[vSlotIndex].InUse) and (vSlots[vSlotIndex].Currency <> vCurrencySought))
sync tau
vSlotIndex:=(vSlotIndex + 1)

(m_PowerType_Value_0_0 = OFF)
sync Power ?m_PowerType_Value_0_0
mPowerValue:=m_PowerType_Value_0_0

(m_PowerType_Value_0_0 = OFF)
sync Power ?m_PowerType_Value_0_0
mPowerValue:=m_PowerType_Value_0_0

CepInit

(m_CommandType_Value_0_0.Command = LOADINIT)
sync CepCommand ?m_CommandType_Value_0_0
mInquiry:=m_CommandType_Value_0_0

CepTestNT

CepIFL_LocateSlot

(not (vSlotIndex >= pSlotCount) and not vSlots[vSlotIndex].InUse)
sync tau
vSlotIndex:=(vSlotIndex + 1)|
vSlotsAvailable:=(vSlotsAvailable + 1)

(m_PowerType_Value_0_0 = OFF)
sync Power ?m_PowerType_Value_0_0
mPowerValue:=m_PowerType_Value_0_0

(m_PowerType_Value_0_0 = OFF)
sync Power ?m_PowerType_Value_0_0
mPowerValue:=m_PowerType_Value_0_0

SelectCepReply

(((not vDeactivated and not vLocked) and (vNT >= pNT_Limit)) and (m_ReplyType_Value_0_0.Status = x9102))
sync CepReply !m_ReplyType_Value_0_0
mInitLoadResp:=m_ReplyType_Value_0_0

S_00004

sync tau

CepTLI_SendLogEntry

S_00005

not (vLogIndex > vTxLog.InUse)
sync tau
vIdxEntry:=(((vTxLog.NextInsert + vTxLog.pLogSize) - vLogIndex) % vTxLog.pLogSize)

(((not (vSlotIndex >= pSlotCount) and vSlots[vSlotIndex].InUse) and not (vSlots[vSlotIndex].Currency <> vCurrencySought)) and not ((vSlots[vSlotIndex].Balance + vLoadAmount) > vSlots[vSlotIndex].BalMax))
sync tau

(((((vLastInqType = TxLoad) and (vEntryTxType <> TxLoad)) and (vEntryTxType <> TxUnload)) or ((vLastInqType = TxExchange) and (vEntryTxType <> TxExchange))) or (((vLastInqType = TxPurchase) and (vEntryTxType <> TxPurchase)) and (vEntryTxType <> TxCancelLastPurchase)))
sync tau
vLogIndex:=(vLogIndex + 1)

CepIFL_InitForLoad

(m_CommandType_Value_0_0.Command = ALLSLOTS01)
sync CepCommand ?m_CommandType_Value_0_0
mInquiry:=m_CommandType_Value_0_0

(m_ReplyType_Value_0_0.Status = x9580)
sync CepReply !m_ReplyType_Value_0_0
mSlotInfo:=m_ReplyType_Value_0_0
(vLogInqActive and not (mInquiry.TxType = vLastInqType))
sync tau
vLogInqActive:=false

S_00009

((vSlotIndex < pSlotCount) and vSlots[vSlotIndex].InUse)
sync tau
vSlots[vSlotIndex].Reported:=false|
vSlotIndex:=(vSlotIndex + 1)

((vSlotIndex < pSlotCount) and not vSlots[vSlotIndex].InUse)
sync tau
vSlots[vSlotIndex].Reported:=true|
vSlotIndex:=(vSlotIndex + 1)|
vSlotsReported:=(vSlotsReported + 1)

not (vSlotIndex < pSlotCount)
sync tau

S_00008

CepSIQ_Reply

((((((((not (vSlotsReported >= pSlotCount) and (m_ReplyType_Value_0_0.SlotIndex >= 0)) and (m_ReplyType_Value_0_0.SlotIndex < pSlotCount)) and not vSlots[m_ReplyType_Value_0_0.SlotIndex].Reported) and vSlots[m_ReplyType_Value_0_0.SlotIndex].InUse) and (m_ReplyType_Value_0_0.Currency = vSlots[m_ReplyType_Value_0_0.SlotIndex].Currency)) and (m_ReplyType_Value_0_0.Balance = vSlots[m_ReplyType_Value_0_0.SlotIndex].Balance)) and (m_ReplyType_Value_0_0.BalMax = vSlots[m_ReplyType_Value_0_0.SlotIndex].BalMax)) and...
sync CepReply !m_ReplyType_Value_0_0
mSlotInfo:=m_ReplyType_Value_0_0

sync tau
vEntryTxType:=vTxLog.Entry[vIdxEntry].TxType

not vLogInqActive
sync tau

(m_PowerType_Value_0_0 = OFF)
sync Power ?m_PowerType_Value_0_0
mPowerValue:=m_PowerType_Value_0_0

CepSlotInquirySequence

((vSlotsReported >= pSlotCount) and (m_ReplyType_Value_0_0.Status = x6A83))
sync CepReply !m_ReplyType_Value_0_0
mSlotInfo:=m_ReplyType_Value_0_0

sync tau
vLastInqType:=mInquiry.TxType

((not (((((vLastInqType = TxLoad) and (vEntryTxType <> TxLoad)) and (vEntryTxType <> TxUnload)) or ((vLastInqType = TxExchange) and (vEntryTxType <> TxExchange))) or (((vLastInqType = TxPurchase) and (vEntryTxType <> TxPurchase)) and (vEntryTxType <> TxCancelLastPurchase))) and (m_ReplyType_Value_0_0.Entry = vTxLog.Entry[vIdxEntry])) and (m_ReplyType_Value_0_0.Status = x9000))
sync CepReply !m_ReplyType_Value_0_0
mTxLogInfo:=m_ReplyType_Value_0_0

(mInquiry.Command = ALLSLOTS00)
sync tau
vSlotsReported:=0|
vSlotIndex:=0

S_00006

sync tau
vSlotIndex:=mSlotInfo.SlotIndex|
vSlots[vSlotIndex].Reported:=true|
vSlotsReported:=(vSlotsReported + 1)
(((((m_ReplyType_Value_0_0.IssId = vIssID) and (m_ReplyType_Value_0_0.CardId = vCardID)) and (m_ReplyType_Value_0_0.DateExp = vDateExp)) and (m_ReplyType_Value_0_0.NT_CEP = vNT)) and (m_ReplyType_Value_0_0.Status = x9000))
sync CepReply !m_ReplyType_Value_0_0
mInitLoadResp:=m_ReplyType_Value_0_0|
vNT:=(vNT + 1)

(mInquiry.Command = ALLSLOTS01)
sync tau

CepSIQ_Ready

sync CepCommand ?m_CommandType_Value_0_0
mInquiry:=m_CommandType_Value_0_0
Cep_Command_Case
(not (mInquiry.Command = ALLSLOTS00) and not (mInquiry.Command = ALLSLOTS01))
sync tau
CepCommandOutOfSequence

Figure 6: Graphical representation of Ceps in If (generated by Stg).
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Conclusion

In this report, we have revisited the guarded commands model, which is popular both in
concurrency theory textbooks and software tools. We have shown that this model has
both theoretical limitations (conditions/actions are inappropriate for big-step semantics)
and practical drawbacks (it increases the complexity of models to be analyzed).
To address these issues, we have proposed Ntif, a general, symbolic model for communicating sequential processes with data. Three distinctive features of Ntif are: its language
of actions (which allows conditions and actions to be combined freely), its multi-branch
structure (which enables conditions to be factorized), and its built-in support for patternmatching. We have used Ntif in two industrial case-studies (smart card applications), which
demonstrated the effective benefits of Ntif in practice.
We believe that, for efficiency reasons, future tools — including compilers, program
transformers and optimizers, static analyzers, enumerative and symbolic model checkers, and
theorem provers — will be based on Ntif-like models rather than classical condition/action
models, which are clearly suboptimal. Ntif is expressive and general enough to be used as
a target for the translation of several existing models [2, 13, 17, 3, 18, 11]. Details about
expressiveness will appear in a future paper.
Further work will consist in extending Ntif to support concurrent processes (which can
be done easily using the parallel composition operators of process algebras such as Lotos
and E-Lotos), exceptions arising from the computation of data, and quantitative time.
We intend to reuse some of the proposals made in [24] for addressing these issues. With
these extensions, Ntif will be used as a common intermediate model for both E-Lotos and
Lotos.
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Static Semantics
Binding

In the tables below, we define the following:
the sets use(E), use(P ), and use(O) of variables used in, respectively, an expression
E, a pattern P , and an offer O
the sets def (E), def (P ), and def (O) of variables defined in, respectively, E, P , and O
Intuitively, a variable is used in a term if it must be assigned a value in order to enable the
term evaluation. It is defined if it is assigned (or re-assigned) a value during term evaluation.
E
V
C(E1 , . . . , En )
F (E1 , . . . , En )

use(E)
Sn {V }
use(Ei )
Si=1
n
i=1 use(Ei )

def (E)
∅
∅
∅

P
V
C(P1 , . . . , Pn )
P0 where E
any T

use(P )
Sn ∅
i=1 use(Pi )
(use(E) \ def (P0 )) ∪ use(P0 )
∅

def (P )
Sn {V }
i=1 def (Pi )
def (P0 )
∅

O
!E
?P

use(O)
use(E)
use(P )

def (O)
def (E)
def (P )

Note that the sets use(P ) and def (P ) (respectively use(O) and def (O)) are not necessarily disjoint, and that a variable may have several occurrences in which it is defined. This
situation may turn the semantics of patterns counter-intuitive, and cause lots of programming errors. In order to palliate this, the notion of well-binding is defined.
A pattern P is well-bound if it satisfies the following rules:
P is a variable or it has the form “any T ”.
P has the form “C(P1 , . . . , Pn )” and
– each Pi (i ∈ 1..n) is well-bound, and
– for all i 6= j, def (Pi ) ∩ def (Pj ) = ∅ (i.e., every variable is defined at most once in
the same pattern), and
– for all i < j, def (Pj ) ∩ use(Pi ) = ∅ (i.e., a variable should not be used before
being defined, patterns being evaluated from left to right).
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P has the form “P0 where E” and P0 is well-bound.
An action A is well-bound if it satisfies the following rules:
A is a null or to statement.
A has one of the forms “reset V0 , . . . , Vn ”, “V0 , . . . , Vn := E0 , . . . , En ” or
“V0 , . . . , Vn := any T0 , . . . , Tn where E”, and all Vi ’s are pairwise distinct (i.e.,
each variable may be assigned at most one value simultaneously).
A has the form “G O1 . . . On ” and
– for all Oi of the form “?Pi ”, Pi is well-bound, and
– for all i 6= j, def (Oi ) ∩ def (Oj ) = ∅, and
– for all i < j, def (Oj ) ∩ use(Oi ) = ∅ (similarly to patterns, offers are evaluated
from left to right).
A has the form “A1 ; A2 ” and both A1 and A2 are well-bound.
A has the form “select A1 [] . . . [] An end” and each Ai (i ∈ 1..n) is well-bound.
A has the form “case E is P1 → A1 | . . . | Pn → An end”, and each Pi , Ai (i ∈ 1..n)
is well-bound.
A has the form “while E do A0 end” and A0 is well-bound.
Finally, an Ntif automaton hT , C, F, V, X , E0 , G, S, s0 , acti is well-bound iff use(E0 ) ⊆
X (i.e., E0 is a condition on the parameters) and for all s ∈ S, act(s) is well-bound.
Note that well-binding does not ensure that variables are initialized before used. This is
verified using a more complex algorithm defined in Section A.3.

A.2

Typing

Recall that in the definition of an Ntif automaton, a unique type is associated to each
variable V , and prototypes of the form T1 × · · · × Tn → T are associated to constructor and
function symbols.
Given these asumptions, the type of an expression E (respectively a pattern P , a value
v), written type(E) (respectively type(P ), type(v)), is defined as follows:
If T is the type associated to variable V , we write type(V ) = T .
type(any T ) = T .
If the constructor symbol C (respectively the function symbol F ) has prototype T 1 ×
· · · × Tn → T , and if E1 , . . . , En are expressions of respective types T1 , . . . , Tn , then
type(C(E1 , . . . , En )) = T (respectively type(F (E1 , . . . , En )) = T ).
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If type(E) = bool then type(P0 where E) = type(P0 ) (it is undefined otherwise).
An action A is well-typed if it satisfies one of the following rules:
A is a null, reset, or to statement.
A has the form “V0 , . . . , Vn := E0 , . . . , En ”, and for all i ∈ 0..n, type(Ei ) = type(Vi ).
A has the form “V0 , . . . , Vn := any T0 , . . . , Tn where E”, type(E) = bool, and
for all i ∈ 0..n, type(Vi ) = Ti .
A has the form “G O1 . . . On ” and for each Oi of the form !E (respectively of the
form ?P ), type(E) (respectively type(P )) is defined.
A has the form “A1 ; A2 ” and both A1 and A2 are well-typed.
A has the form “select A1 [] . . . [] An end” and each Ai (i ∈ 1..n) is well-typed.
A has the form “case E is P1 → A1 | . . . | Pn → An end”, type(E) is defined, and
for all i ∈ 1..n, type(Pi ) = type(E) and Ai is well-typed.
A has the form “while E do A0 end”, type(E) = bool, and A0 is well-typed.
Finally, an Ntif automaton hT , C, F, V, X , E0 , G, S, s0 , acti is well-typed iff type(E0 ) =
bool and for all s ∈ S, act(s) is well-typed.

A.3

Variable Initialization

We present an algorithm (see Figure 8) that checks whether variables are systematically
defined before used in an Ntif automaton hT , C, F, V, X , E0 , G, S, s0 , acti. Its principle is
to build two arrays of variable sets named set before and set after , which have the following
intuitive meaning:
set before is a one-dimensional array indexed by S: set before[s] denotes the set of
variables that are necessarily defined before entering state s, given the asumptions
that parameters were initially instantiated and that computation started from the
initial state.
set after is a two-dimensional array indexed by S × S: set after [s][s 0 ] denotes the set
of variables that are necessarily defined after executing an action “to s 0 ” in act(s) (if
any), given the same asumptions as above.
If set after and set before can be built without raising any error, it follows that all variables
of the Ntif process are necessarily defined before used.
To build these arrays, an auxiliary function named set is defined (see Figure 7), which
takes a set of variables and an action and either returns a one-dimensional array named
afterA indexed by S ∪ {none}, or raises an initialization error. The array afterA , returned
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by the call set(bef ore, A), contains for each state s ∈ S the set of variables necessarily
defined when A executes a jump to s (if any), provided the variables in beforeA are defined
before executing A. Similarly, afterA [none] is the set of variables that are necessarily defined
when execution of A terminates normally (without a jump) under the same hypothesis as
above.
If no jump to s occurs in A (respectively if A never terminates normally) then after A [s]
(respectively afterA [none]) is the set V of variables of the Ntif automaton5 . This choice is
practical: we assume initially that all variables are initialized by all actions, and then restrict
these sets using intersection (this is a greatest fix-point computation). This is theoretically
correct since if there is no jump to s or no normal termination then anything can be assumed
about the variables that have necessarily been defined in such circumstance.
The set and init functions use the following auxiliary operators:
the intersection of variable set arrays is defined by (a1 ∩ a2 )[s] = a1 [s] ∩ a2 [s];
succ(s) is the set of states s0 that occur in act(s) (in the form “to s0 ”).
The principle of the construction of set before and set after in function init (see below)
is the following:
set before[s0 ] is initialized with the set X of parameters and put in the visited set of
states.
For each state s in visited , the corresponding set after [s] array is computed using
function set, and set before is updated w.r.t. the computed variable sets for the
immediately accessible states. set before might be modified for some explored state,
in which case the corresponding set after entry must be modified accordingly. This is
the reason why some states may be eliminated from explored to be put back in visited .
When visited is empty, the verification has been done for all the potentially reachable
states.

A.4

Unicity of Communication and Next State Reachability

Function welldef , defined in Figure 9 (welldef stands for well-defined ), checks whether the
two following conditions are satisfied:
There is at most one communication on each execution path of transitions.
Every communication is necessarily followed by a jump.
It calls the auxiliary function reach to (defined in Figure 10), which checks that no execution
path of the action taken as argument execute a communication and that all its execution
paths eventually reach a to action.
5 In practice, set after and after should be implemented as sparse matrices of which unspecified elements
A
are interpreted as the set V.
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set(beforeA , A) = afterA where
for each s ∈ S ∪ {none} do afterA [s] = V done
case A is
null → afterA [none] = beforeA
| V0 , . . . , Vn := E0 , . . . , En →
Sn
if i=0 use(Ei ) 6⊆ beforeA then raise error
else afterA [none] = beforeA ∪ {V0 , . . . , Vn }
| V0 , . . . , Vn := any T0 , . . . , Tn where E →
if use(E) 6⊆ beforeA ∪ {V0 , . . . , Vn } then raise error
else afterA [none] = beforeA ∪ {V0 , . . . , Vn }
| reset V0 , . . . , Vn → afterA [none] = beforeA \ {V0 , . . . , Vn }
| G O 1 . . . On →
S
S
if ni=1 use(Oi ) 6⊆ beforeA ∪ ni=1 def (Oi ) then raise error
Sn
else afterA [none] = beforeA ∪ i=1 def (Oi )
| to s → afterA [s] = beforeA
| A1 ; A 2 →
afterA1 = set(beforeA , A1 )
afterA2 = set(afterA1 [none], A2 )
afterA = afterA1 ∩ afterA2
afterA [none] = afterA2 [none]
T
| select A1 [] . . . [] An end → afterA = ni=1 set(beforeA , Ai )
| case E is P1 → A1 | . . . | Pn → An end →
Sn
if use(E) ∪ i=1 use(Pi ) 6⊆ beforeA then raise error
Tn
else afterA = i=1 set(beforeA ∪ def (Pi ), Ai )
| while E do A0 end →
if use(E) 6⊆ beforeA then raise error
else
afterA0 = set(beforeA , A0 )
if beforeA ⊆ afterA0 [none] then
afterA = afterA0
afterA [none] = beforeA
else afterA = set(beforeA ∩ afterA0 [none], A0 )
Figure 7: The set function.
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init hT , C, F, V, X , E0 , G, S, s0 , acti =
if use(E0 ) 6⊆ X then raise error
foreach s, s0 ∈ S do
set before[s] = V
set after [s][s0 ] = V
done
set before[s0 ] = X
visited = {s0 }
explored = ∅
while visited 6= ∅ do
choose s ∈ visited
visited = visited \ {s}
explored = explored ∪ {s}
set after [s] = set(set before[s], act(s))
for each s0 ∈ succ(s) do
tmp = set before[s0 ] ∩ set after [s][s0 ]
if tmp 6= set before[s0 ] or s0 ∈
/ explored then
0
set before[s ] = tmp
explored = explored \ {s0 }
visited = visited ∪ {s0 }
Figure 8: The init function.
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welldef (A) =
case A is
null → true
| null; A0 → welldef (A0 )
| V0 , . . . , Vn := E0 , . . . , En ; A0 → welldef (A0 )
| V0 , . . . , Vn := any T0 , . . . , Tn where E; A0 → welldef (A0 )
| reset V0 , . . . , Vn ; A0 → welldef (A0 )
| G O1 . . . On ; A0 → reach to(A0 )
| to s; A0 → true (* warning might be issued if A0 6= null *)
| (A1 ; A2 ); A0 → welldef (A1 ;(A2 ; A0 ))
Vn
| select A1 [] . . . [] An end; A0 → i=1 welldef (Ai ; A0 )
Vn
| case E is P1 → A1 | . . . | Pn → An end; A0 → i=1 welldef (Ai ; A0 )
| while E do A0 end; A0 → welldef (A0 ) ∧ welldef (A0 )
| otherwise → welldef (A; null)
Figure 9: Well-definedness of actions.
Function reach to calls the exh function (defined in Section A.5) that checks the exhaustivity of a set of patterns.

A.5

Case Exhaustivity

The function checking exhaustivity of a set of patterns uses tuples. A tuple of n elements
Y1 , . . . , Yn is written hY1 , . . . , Yn i; in particular the empty tuple is written hi. The first
~ ) and the tuple obtained after removing the
element of a non-empty tuple is written head (Y
~
first element is written tail (Y ). Concatenation of tuples Y~1 and Y~2 is written Y~1 :: Y~2 .
We use tuples of patterns (noted P~ , P~ 0 , . . . ) and tuples of types. The type of a pattern tuple P~ , written type(P~ ), is a type tuple such that type(hi) = hi, head (type(P~ )) =
type(head (P~ )), and tail (type(P~ )) = type(tail (P~ )).
The case exhaustivity checking function exh (defined in Figure 11) takes as input a set
P of pattern tuples, all of the same type, which is written type(P). For convenience, if
P~ = hP1 , . . . , Pn i then we write C(P~ ) instead of C(P1 , . . . , Pn ). For a case action the
patterns of which are P1 , . . . , Pn , exh is initially called with parameter {hP1 i, . . . , hPn i}.
The case exhaustivity analysis assumes that execution of guards in patterns can always
be false. Consequently, guarded patterns are not taken into account in the analysis since it
is not possible to know before the execution whether the guard will be satisfied or not. This
algorithm has the same behavior as the one implemented in e.g., Caml or Lotos NT.
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reach to(A) =
case A is
null → false
| null; A0 → reach to(A0 )
| V0 , . . . , Vn := E0 , . . . , En ; A0 → reach to(A0 )
| V0 , . . . , Vn := any T0 , . . . , Tn where E; A0 → (E = true) ∧ reach to(A0 )
| reset V0 , . . . , Vn ; A0 → reach to(A0 )
| G O1 . . . On ; A0 → false
| to s; A0 → true (* warning might be issued if A0 6= null *)
| (A1 ; A2 ); A0 → reach to(A1 ;(A2 ; A0 ))
Vn
0
| select A1 [] . . . [] An end; A0 → n > 0 ∧
i=1 reach to(Ai ; A )
| case E is P1 → A1 | . . . | Pn → An end; A0 →
Vn
0
exh({hP1 i, . . . , hPn i}) ∧
i=1 reach to(Ai ; A )
| while E do A0 end; A0 →
if while obtained by expansion of for then
reach to(A0 ; A0 ) ∧ reach to(A0 )
else false
| otherwise → reach to(A; null)
Figure 10: Reachability of to actions without communications.

exh(P) =
if P = ∅ then false
else if P = {hi} then true
else
for each constructor C of type head (type(P)) = T1 × · · · × Tn → T
let PC = {P~ 0 :: tail (P~ ) | P~ ∈ P ∧ head (P~ ) = C(P~ 0 )} ∪
{hany T1 , . . . , any Tn i :: tail (P~ ) | P~ ∈ P ∧ head (P~ ) ∈ V ∪ {any T }}
V
in C exh(PC )
Figure 11: Exhaustivity of pattern-matching.
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Dynamic Semantics
Expression Evaluation

Let the set of values of type T be written values(T ) and defined as follows:
values(T ) = {v ∈ Val (T , C) | type(v) = T }.
For each function symbol F of prototype T1 × · · · × Tn → T , we assume a function [[F ]] of
domain values(T1 ) × · · · × values(Tn ) → values(T ).
Expression evaluation is defined as a predicate eval (E, ρ, v), meaning that expression E
evaluates to v in store ρ.
ρ(V ) = v ⇒ eval (V, ρ, v)
eval (E1 , ρ, v1 ) ∧ . . . ∧ eval (En , ρ, vn ) ⇒ eval (C(E1 , . . . , En ), ρ, C(v1 , . . . , vn ))
eval (E1 , ρ, v1 ) ∧ . . . ∧ eval (En , ρ, vn ) ⇒ eval (F (E1 , . . . , En ), ρ, [[F ]](v1 , . . . , vn ))

B.2

Pattern-Matching

The function match(v, ρ, P ) implements standard pattern matching. If the result is a store
ρ0 , it means that value v matches pattern P in store ρ and that the store ρ is modified into
ρ0 according to the values assigned to defined variables of P during matching. Otherwise,
the result is fail, meaning that the value does not match the pattern.
match(v, ρ, P ) =
case hv, P i is
hv, V i → ρ [V 7→ v]
| hC(v1 , . . . , vn ), C(P1 , . . . , Pn )i →
let ρ1 = ρ in
if match(v1 , ρ1 , P1 ) = ρ2 (6= fail) and then
...
and then match(vi , ρi , Pi ) = ρi+1 (6= fail) and then
...
and then match(vn , ρn , Pn ) = ρn+1 (6= fail) then ρn+1
else fail
| hv, P0 where Ei →
if match(v, ρ, P0 ) = ρ0 and then eval (E, ρ0 , true) then ρ0
else fail
| hv, any T i → ρ
| otherwise → fail
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